
Adbusting: Words as political action 
on Tue, 4.10. 15 - 17h ASH Room 233

German spoken language, one person offers 
child care, rooms and toilets accessible by 
wheelchair (elevator)
Adbusting is a form of street art. It involves 
altering advertising posters with paint, paper, 
and paste so that the message is distorted 
beyond recognition. Whether it's just a 
changed word or a major intervention in 
imagery, we show examples of this 
communication guerrilla practice since 69 AD. 
We further talk about what advertising 
actually is, and how advertising depicts social 
imagination. Why do altered advertising 
posters have so much social explosive that 
even the counter-terrorism center deals with 
it? Together we want to discuss whether this 
form of action is suitable for an emancipatory 
practice or whether it merely reproduces the 
viewing habits of the advertising industry. 
Berlin Busters Social Club

More info: 
https://bbsc.blackblogs.org/interview-relotiu, 
https://podcast.dissenspodcast.de/105-
adbusting

Cozy BIPoC Get Together - meetup! 
on Tue, 4.10. 18 - Open End at the ASH in the 
Café Freiraum (outside on the right side of the
ASH main entrance).

Introduction in German spoken language & if 
needed introduction with english spoken 
language translation, meeting in: german, 
english, protuguês, español/ all welcome, 
children can come along if needed, first floor 
and toilets (elevator) accessible with 
wheelchair
The BIPoC department of the AStA invites all 
BIPoC students to chill, eat, chat and start the 
semester together! There will be a space for 
your topics and concerns. Here you can get to 
know other BIPoC students at ASH in a safer 
space. The department will also tell you a bit 
about the different BIPoC structures at ASH. 
You might also want to get involved or just 
want to know where to stay up to date about 
BIPoC events? At the meeting you will find 
first clues. 

Come by for a cozy get together, music and 
delicious Chili Sin Carne (by the way, feel free to 
bring toppings if you feel like it! like tortillas, 
joguhrt or guacamole :)). We are looking forward 
to seeing you!

The radical right in Marzahn-Hellersdorf - 
actors, structures and counter-strategies 
on Wed, 5.10. 16 - 18 clock at the ASH in Café 
Frei_Raum

German spoken language, children can come 
along if needed, first floor & WCs(elevator) 
accessible with wheelchair
Neo-Nazi posters, right-wing info stands and 
racist threats: For years, such incidents have 
been frequently registered in Marzahn-
Hellersdorf. What right-wing activities can be 
observed in the district? How strong is the 
organized neo-Nazi scene locally? And where 
are the hotspots of right-wing activities in the 
district? With concrete examples we want to give
an insight into the political structures and the 
work of the local right - from the neo-Nazi scene
to actors of national-authoritarian populism. 
Afterwards, we would like to discuss with you 
how we can jointly counter right-wing incidents 
in Marzahn-Hellersdorf.

Kicking ideals of beauty into the dustbin! 
Workshop on Lookism 

on Wed, 5.10. 19 - 20:30 clock at the ASH in Café 
Frei_Raum

German spoken language, not suitable for 
children, first floor & WCs(elevator) accessible 
by wheelchair.
In this workshop on the topic of lookism, we 
want to address discrimination based on 
appearance and beauty ideals. We want to talk 
about experienced discrimination but also about 
norms we have internalized ourselves. We will 
try to show connections between lookism and 
capitalist interests, as well as the points of 
contact between lookism and other forms of 
discrimination. It will also be about the Body 
Positivity movement, which aims to break down 
body norms and thus try to empower people. 
Workshop by the Anarchist collective 
'Glitzerkatapult'



critical BIPoC* writing workshop with 
wellness head massages 

on Thu, 6.10. 10 am - 12 pm at Oranienstr. 34, 
10999 Berlin - in the backyard 3rd floor use 
elevator

German spoken language, if needed there will
be english whisper translation, children can 
come along if needed, premises and toilets 
accessible by wheelchair
There are many ways to question, but it is not 
always easy to find out what actually wanted 
to be found out. But everything started with a 
"but" or a "mhmm?". The workshop focuses on
promoting critical thinking by using writing 
exercises to introduce how to (scientifically) 
express and reflect one's own thinking nudges
(doubts/questions). Since there will be a lot of
thinking involved, the workshop will be 
balanced with (mutual) head massages and 
with Buddhist meditative instructions for 
relaxation. (BIPoC*s only). Led by Tường Vi 
Nguyễn.

Neighbors Café at La Casa with screen 
printing, Küfa & Open Mic on Thu, 6.10. from 6
pm at La Casa, Wurzenerstr. 6, 12627 Berlin

German and English spoken language, 
children can come along if needed, the garden
is accessible by wheelchair, the freeshop as 
well
On Thursday, the AJZ Kita invites as every 
Thursday 6pm in the garden to the Neighbors 
Cafe with Küfa (vegan cuisine for all). During 
this time the Freeshop "Hellersdorfer 
Schenke" is open as usual (16-19h). Also feel 
free to bring your clothes to decorate them 
with screen printing. The get-together offers a
good opportunity to get to know Hellersdorf 
and the attempts of a Kiezkultur. For 
orientation: The Casa is a part of the AJZ Kita.

Couch Café with Schnippeldisko! On Fri, 
7.10. 17 - max. 22 o'clock at the ASH in the Café
Frei_Raum

German spoken language and english spoken 
language, children can come along if needed, 
first floor and toilets (elevator) wheelchair 
accessible.

At the Couch Café you can discuss your 
questions about your studies and the Alice-
Salomon-Hochschule with other students. 
Meanwhile, Slow Food Youth will be cooking. At 
the Schnippeldisko we will chop, cook and eat 
saved food together. While there, there will be 
opportunities to get to know each other, share 
ideas about food loss issues throughout the 
value chain, and dance. Come by and feel free to 
bring your own chopping board and knife.

Consent is sexy?! On Mo, 10th of october 15 - 18 
o`clock at the ASH room 231

English spoken language, you can bring children,
the room and toilets are wheelchair accessible 
(elevator)
Consent is key for both physical and sexual 
intimacy and interactions. The concept has 
become more known and awareness is rising but
we still struggle with it a lot and can feel 
insecure and awkward when implementing it. In 
the workshop we will talk about boundaries, do 
some practical exercises and take a look at 
concepts that have already been practiced. The 
participants do not need to engage in physical 
touch and can step aside at any time. 

Queer meeting & getting to know each other 
on Mon, 10.10. 18:30 - Open End at La Casa, 
Wurzenerstr. 6, 12627 Berlin

German spoken language and english spoken 
language, children can come along if needed (but
please note: during the evening there will be 
performances and possibly louder music!), 
premises are not accessible by wheelchair.
There will be all kinds of drinks, music, a bunch 
of queers and one or two surprises and 
performances, don't miss it! We want to provide 
a space where queer students can meet, 
network and exchange ideas. Furthermore, there
will be the possibility to get to know the Queerref
of the AStA, we will introduce ourselves (and 
what we are doing) and we will be happy to 
answer questions about the beginning and the 
course of studies. The networking meeting is for 
all new and old queer students at ASH.  We are 
looking forward to seeing you all (again) and 
spending a relaxed and maybe eventful evening 
with you!



Racism at ASH - Workshop BIPoCs only 

on Tue, 11.10. 15 - 17 h at ASH Room 301

German spoken language, children can come 
along if needed, rooms and toilets accessible 
by wheelchair(elevator)
Racism is a global problem. Therefore it can 
also be found in the structures of ASH - how 
could it be otherwise? . In their master's 
thesis, Nuran Ayten and Purnima Vater 
captured the body of knowledge of BIPoC 
students at ASH to make more about these 
racist structures and their (effects) 
analytically tangible. In this interactive input, 
Purnima Vater will share some findings of the 
master thesis with you and then offer the 
opportunity to interactively design coping 
strategies to strengthen against structural 
and institutional racism within Academia.

"The way into the fortress EU" interactive 
lecture & short film with activists 

on Tue, 11.10. 7 - 9 pm, Magdalenestr. 19, 10365 
Berlin, in the Remise.

German spoken language, children can come 
along if needed, mezzanine floor premises 
accessible by wheelchair via an attached 
elevator, toilets also accessible
With an interactive lecture and a short film, 
activists from Blindspots 
(https://blindspots.support) will give an insight
into the realities of the lives of People on the 
Move in the Bosnian-Croatian border area and
present their work. Afterwards, we want to 
get into conversation together with soli-drinks
and let the evening come to an end. In the 
Bosnian-Croatian border area, People on the 
Move have to make countless attempts to 
cross the border into the EU. Every day, 
people experience violent pushbacks where 
they are illegally "pushed back" from Croatia 
to Bosnia by the Croatian Border Guard and 
denied the right to apply for asylum. In light of 
the massive build-up of European border 
protection, many people are involuntarily 
forced to remain in the Bosnian border canton
of Una-Sana for weeks, months and 
sometimes years. by Blindspots and RaU 
(political WLINTA* group)

Denied Access. How classist discrimination 
shapes universities 
on Wed, 12.10. 16 - 18 Uhr at ASH Room 114

German spoken language, if needed there will be
english whisper translation, children can come 
along if needed, premises and toilets accessible 
by wheelchair (elevator).
Discrimination based on class origin and class 
membership fundamentally defines our society. 
Classism has an impact even before birth and 
beyond death. For example, access to education 
or health care is shaped by it, and even the way 
we are buried. The workshop will introduce this 
often forgotten form of discrimination. In 
addition, we will reflect together on how 
classism shapes higher education institutions 
and what we can do about it. - Dr. Francis Seeck,
cultural anthropologist*, anti-discrimination 
trainer* and author* (2022: "Access Denied. No 
Chance in Class Society: How Classism 
Promotes Social Inequality") in cooperation with 
the Anticlassism Department of the ASH Student 
Council.



Queer, genderfluid, transmasculine, etc.? 
An open round on debates and terms of 
the LGBTIQ+ community on Wed, 12.10. 18:30 
- 20:30Uhr at ASH Room 129

German spoken language, if needed there will
be english whisper translation, children can 
come along if needed, rooms and toilets 
accessible by wheelchair(elevator)
Queer, genderfluid, transmasculine, etc.? A 
shared knowledge exchange: we all come to 
this university with different approaches and 
levels of knowledge. We want to create a 
space here at KorASH where we talk about 
queer issues and terms in a considerate and 
error-friendly way. What is cis, anyway? How 
do I talk about people who don't use 
pronouns? What's the deal with neo pronouns?
And what do those asterisks actually do? 
Bring your questions and we will work 
together to find answers. The workshop is 
offered by the ASH Queer Department and is 
intended for all ASH students, especially those
who have little access to the queer 
community. It is not a safe space, but we 
expect respectful and thoughtful interaction 
with all participants. We look forward to you 
and your questions!

WLINTA* Couch Café on Thu, 13.10. 15 - 18h at
ASH in Café Frei_Raum

German spoken language and English spoken 
language, children can come along if needed, 
first floor and toilets (elevator) accessible by 
wheelchair.
We would like to invite you to Café Frei_Raum 
to get to know each other, eat waffles and 
exchange ideas. In particular, we want to take 
the space in this WLINTA*-
(WomenLesbianInterNonbinaryTransAgender) 
meeting to talk about our experiences with 
cis-male dominance (in the university context)
and empower each other.

Prison Critique - "Incarcerate, Govern, 
Alienate - The Function of Prisons and 
Utopias Beyond" on Thu, 10/13 18:30 - max. 21:30
at ASH Room 114.

German spoken language, if needed there will be
english whisper translation, one person offers 
child care in Café Frei_Raum, rooms and toilets 
accessible by wheelchair, please refrain from 
wearing woolen clothes on that day.
Prison is a central institution of the justice 
system, it affects not only prisoners, but all of us.
The threat of being locked up makes us think 
twice before taking what we need to live, before 
transgressing the rules of those in power. That is
since prisons are one of the most blatant 
expressions of the repressive apparatus of 
domination anyway. They secure property, 
exploitation and oppression. Therefore, it is only 
logical that a large part of those incarcerated are
in prison for "property crimes." The argument 
that prison is necessary to prevent violence is 
more than questionable. Even the Department of 
Justice concluded in a study that prison 
sentences, as opposed to non-incarceration 
sentences, actually increase the likelihood of 
committing a violent crime again. So why is a 
system that tends to worsen the violent 
conditions in our society such a central and 
seemingly indispensable institution? We want to 
discuss this with you and ask ourselves: why are
there prisons, what is their function? How are 
social conditioning, state power maintenance and
the idea of incarceration connected? And what 
are our utopias of a freer society? Workshop by 
the collective 'ignite!'



AK gegen Rechte Gewalt: Who and what is 
it and how can I participate? Film 
screening 
On Fri, 14.10. 15 - 17h, the meeting point for the 
joint walk to Café Interfix is in front of Café 
Frei_Raum (next to the entrance of ASH) Café 
Interfix: Stollbergerstr 63, 12627 Berlin

German spoken language, if needed there will
be english translation, children can come 
along if needed, premises accessible by 
wheelchair, the toilets are not
Perhaps you have already had an edition of 
Dunkelziffer Unbekannt in your hands and 
wondered who is responsible for the editorial 
work or have read or heard the name AK 
gegen rechte Gewalt somewhere? We would 
like to introduce you to the working group 
against right-wing violence at ASH to give you
an overview of who is working here, what we 
have already done and what plans we have for
the next semester. Afterwards, we would like 
to discuss with you which topics you are 
concerned with in relation to right-wing 
violence and invite you to consider with us 
how we want to shape the working group 
against right-wing violence. Therefore, please 
come on 14.10.2022 at 3 pm in front of Café 
Freiraum, from there we walk together to 
Café Interfix, where the event will take place.

PARTY 
on Fri, 14.10. 19:00 - max. 4:00 at La Casa 
Wurzenerstr. 6, 12627 Berlin.

No specific languages, not suitable for children, 
there is no strobe light, smoking inside, the toilet
is accessible by wheelchair, but the stairway into
the house has stairs.
Last but not least it's party time again! We 
cordially invite you to the final soli-party at 
LaCasa (Wurzenerstr. 6). First different 
(punk)bands will play and afterwards DJs will 
play (reggaeton, techno, disco). Doors open at 
19:00 (concert starts at 20:00). There will be 
again a Küfa, and a great offer of drinks. 
Proceeds will go to various participating and 
friendly groups and projects active in lead 
struggles. Come tested and look out for each 
other. Admission is on a donation basis (2-6€).

>> Information and changes can be found here:

Telegramm: https://t.me/KORASH1920

Web: https://asta-ash.eu/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/asta_ash_berlin


